Feature in Xspec® Versions 3.1 and 4.0

Xspec enables you to handle all your translation needs for a multi-language specification system. You can translate all your data lists, screen names, and specification sections from one language to another. As a result, you can use the same database in a multi-language organization.

How it Works!!!

The Translation screen (figure 1) contains all the selection lists, field names, and window labels available in Xspec. This easy-to-use-screen enables you to choose the language you want to translate data to and the data you want to translate. The system then lists the original data in the current language, and you enter the translation in the Translated field. If you do not enter the translation for the data in the Translated field, the system will not be fully translated to the target language. The system will display the data in the current language even when the user chooses to view Xspec in the target language. For example, if a user’s language is German, and you did not translate the term Attribute, the system will display the term in English.
After the setup, anyone can use the Xspec program in their target language. When you
log on to Xspec, the database displays the information in your default
language. However, you can change the language. From the Xspec
Utilities menu, choose Language. The system displays the Select
Language screen (figure 2). Choose the language from the drop-down
list in the Available Languages field, then click on the OK button. The
system displays your data in the chosen language.

How Do I Get More Information?

If you would like more information on Xspec version 3.1 or 4.0, please contact your IMAS sales representative
at 800-977-3248.